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Wheeler Pauses Hales Campaign to Foreclose on 'Zombie'
Homes
By Jim Redden
January 4, 2018
Mayor says cost, complexity force other solutions but might consider more reforms to
program pushed by predecessor.
Portland used the threat of foreclosure to force scofflaw landlords to take responsibility for 10
derelict properties over the past 18 months. But the City Council did not approve any others for
foreclosure in all of 2017, despite pledging to routinely review potential new ones.
The reversal happened after former Mayor Charlie Hales — who pushed the council to crack
down harder on "zombie" homes — left office. His successor, Mayor Ted Wheeler, doesn't
consider foreclosures a high priority.
"The obstacles for government to take away someone's property are formidable," says Wheeler,
who took office last January. "It's a very expensive, multiyear process. I'm not sure that's the best
use of our resources."
The change essentially leaves the enforcement system where it was before the council approved
Hales' June 2016 reforms aimed at cracking down on zombie homes, which often sit empty and
are a blight on neighborhoods.
The Bureau of Development Services, which inspects and cites substandard properties for code
violations, maintains a list of hundreds of the worst properties in the city. When BDS cannot
convince landlords to pay their fines and fix them up, it can refer them to the City Auditor's
Office, which tries again.
When the auditor runs out of options, properties can be referred to the council to be approved for
foreclosure. If the council agrees, the property is sent to the city treasurer, who schedules a
foreclosure auction.
That is how 10 properties were approved for foreclosure since June 2016. Landlords for eight of
them paid off the liens before the auctions were set. The ninth was paid off just before the
auction. The 10th was paid off after it failed to sell at the first auction but before the second
auction was held.
The auditor's office did not refer any additional properties to the council in 2017, despite
receiving a list of eight new ones from BDS in February and another eight in October. Instead,
the auditor's office has continued working the cases itself — with mixed results.
As of last July, at least 31 unresolved cases were pending in the office. Since then, only eight
have either been resolved or on their way to being resolved. None of the eight it received in
October are among them.
It's not as though the city doesn't have enough zombie homes to pursue. Depending on who you
ask, there are either several hundred or several thousand severely neglected or abandoned homes
in Portland. The BDS list totals in the hundreds. The Portland Police Bureau has a list of
thousands of troubled properties in East Portland alone.

All of the 16 homes BDS referred to the auditor's office this year are in Southeast and Northeast
Portland.
Not all zombie homes are the same. Some are legally occupied, even if they are in disrepair.
Others are illegal to live in because of severe code violations, but still attract homeless people
and criminals as squatters.
Some are owned by people who are ignoring the fines imposed on them. Others have been
repossessed by banks that also are ignoring the fines. And some have been abandoned by their
owners, but not yet taken over by their mortgage holders.
Because of the complications, city officials must personally contact the legal owners of all such
properties to figure out the circumstances. Some owners can be persuaded to pay up, even if they
have to sell the properties. Others win hardship reprieves. Still other owners refuse and drag the
process out to the last minute.
The number of properties submitted to the council had been dropping even before Hales left
office. The council approved five homes for foreclosure on June 15, 2016, and another five two
weeks later. The number dropped to four the following Sept. 28. And only one was submitted for
approval on Dec. 22, 2016, the last time the council was presented with a new list.
And as Wheeler correctly notes, just because the landlords paid off the liens doesn't mean the
homes were torn down, fixed up or replaced with a new home. It just means the inspection and
penalty process can start all over.
Site visits by The Portland Tribune show that most of the properties approved for foreclosure
have, in fact, been fixed up or replaced with new homes, however. And the city has collected
hundreds of thousands of dollars in fines and fees from the landlords.
Although Wheeler says changes may be proposed to hasten the process, he still asks whether city
costs can't be better spent by increasing security on the worst offenders.
To read a previous story, go to tinyurl.com/y9tgmatc

Sources Say: Officials Might Count Folks 'Doubled Up'
By Jim Redden
January 4, 2018
Plus, more on Loretta Smith's paperwork problem and Fish promises Uber crackdown.
Portland and Multnomah County leaders have not yet decided whether to do another homeless
count this year — or, if so, how extensive it might be.
Up until now, social service agencies in the county have only conducted their federally required
Point-in-Time survey every other year.
The most recent one, conducted last February, found the number of homeless people in the
county had increased 10 percent since 2015.
When he ran for mayor, Ted Wheeler suggested the count should be conducted every year. But
no such decision has yet been made.
Instead, officials with the city-county Joint Office of Homeless Services are discussing whether a
smaller, more-focused count could be conducted this year, such as trying to figure out how many
people are "doubled up" in homes belonging to other people.

Although those people are not officially considered homeless, they are at high risk of losing their
housing.
Smith's paperwork problem
Oregon Secretary of State Dennis Richardson fined Multnomah County Commissioner Loretta
Smith for not doing something that a lot of other candidates don't do, either.
Although Smith had not formally filed to run in another election, Richardson ruled she was, in
fact, a candidate for the Portland City Council in the May 2018 primary and penalized her for not
updating her committee filing.
Political junkies who review state campaign reports are well aware that many incumbents don't
immediately update their committee filings when they run for re-election or another office.
One common lapse is not updating which election the candidate is running in. For example,
Mike Reese was elected Multnomah County sheriff in the November 2016 general election. He
filed for re-election on Sept. 27. But, as of last Friday, his committee filing still said he was
running in the 2016 general election, not the May 2018 primary.
Fish promises Uber crackdown
Commissioner Nick Fish promised the City Council will consider cracking down on Uber, in his
year-end report to Portland residents.
"Uber is a notoriously bad actor. They operated illegally, then tried to make an end run around
Portland's regulations. They hid a massive data breach for over a year. They attempted to strip
workers of important rights. And it took a subpoena to get them to disclose how they evaded
Portland regulators with 'Greyball.' Next year, we will consider tougher regulations, including
new ways to keep the public safe," Fish wrote in a section titled Protecting Workers and
Consumers.
Fish, who repeatedly has criticized out-of-state "sharing economy" businesses, also promised
that all landlords who advertise short-term rentals on such websites as Airbnb and HomeAway
will be required to register with the city, which will inspect their properties for safety and collect
lodging taxes.

Multnomah Commissioner Loretta Smith files for Portland
City Council
By Nick Budnick
January 3, 2018
Formal filing comes on the first day it permissibly could without her resigning her current
job.
Multnomah Commissioner Loretta Smith has formally filed for Portland City Council, officially
jumping into the crowded race for the seat of outgoing city Commissioner Dan Saltzman.
Smith's submitted her filing on Tuesday morning and it is expected to be posted on the city
website Thursday.
Smith will face off with three other formal candidates: ormer lawmaker Jo Ann Hardesty,
neighborhood activist Felicia Williams, and mayoral aide Andrea Valderrama.

Smith is the most seasoned of the bunch in terms of holding office. Since her election to the
board in 2010, the former staffer to U.S. Sen. Ron Wyden has aggressively pushed for funding
for summer jobs for disadvantaged young people, often characterizing herself as "giving voice to
the voiceless."
The formal filing comes as Smith has come under scrutiny over her decision to declare her intent
to run in September and over her subsequent campaign activities, notwithstanding a provision in
the county charter that critics say means board members can't run until their final year of office
without resigning.
Smith says she followed the county's advice. For more details, read a more detailed article here.
In an announcement on her Facebook page, she said her campaign kickoff will happen on Jan.
13.
Here is her statement:
"I have decided run for City Council because the most vulnerable need a voice in our
community.
"I am running to help those who are being left out of the prosperity and left behind with rising
rents and expenses.
"We're losing focus on making this a place where everyone can live, work, and play.
"Through my career, I've haven't been afraid of a tough fight for what is right. My dad was a
boxer and my mom a UAW worker. That is the type of leader we need on City Council."
She cited her work to "improve this community and my commitment to being a voice for
everyone at City Hall."

The Portland Mercury
We Asked the City’s Cannabis Program Coordinator Some
Questions
By Josh Jardine
January 3, 2018
Brandon Goldner Tackles Our Inquiries About Public Consumption in Portland
I recently had an enjoyable time at the NW Cannabis Club, one of the only non-residential places
in Portland where you can—for a membership fee—legally smoke weed. In a recent column, I
decried the lack of other such establishments and laid blame at the feet of the OLCC and the city
of Portland, because they make the rules.
Then I got an email from Brandon Goldner, coordinator for the Cannabis Program at the City of
Portland. Was he writing to tell me not to worry—that he was from the gubbermint, and here to
help?
Actually, yes! And he wanted to help me get my facts straight. Goldner clarified the city’s
position of several matters, which led to us discussing other common misperceptions about
where the city of Portland stands on consumption of cannabis outside the home.

CANNABUZZ: What am I getting wrong?
GOLDNER: The City of Portland doesn’t have any rules on the books about where or where not
to consume cannabis; more importantly, Portland supports spaces for social consumption of
cannabis! Mayor Ted Wheeler and Commissioner Chloe Eudaly wrote a letter in support of
Senate Bill 307, a 2016 Oregon bill that would have created a framework for social consumption.
Staff from the city’s Cannabis Program testified in support of SB 307 as well. We want legal,
regulated cannabis consumption spaces for consumers in our community and to encourage
cannabis tourism.
While we may be limited by state law and administrative rule, we can provide guidance on
what’s legal today, and advocate lawmakers to change what can be legal tomorrow. This is also
an issue of equity, as those who were most likely to receive citations for consuming cannabis in
public were communities of color.
So why aren’t there more cannabis clubs?
Given current state law, consumption of cannabis is not allowed in a “public place.” A public
place is defined by ORS 475B as “a place to which the general public has access.” Oregon’s
Indoor Clean Air Act also prohibits consumption of cannabis and tobacco in an “enclosed area
open to the public.”
I love the NW Cannabis Club, and it seems like a safe part of the community. Why are they
permitted, but others are not?
Places that are considered “private,” such as private clubs, may not fall under either the
definition of a “public place” or an “enclosed area open to the public.”
Can you see how it seems hypocritical that the city charges not-inconsequential fees for
growers, producers, and dispensaries—not to mention collects a 3 percent sales tax on
cannabis products—and yet penalizes anyone seeking to consume outside the confines of
their own privately-owned home?
Again, we WANT legal, regulated spaces outside the home for adults to consume cannabis! The
city’s Cannabis Program has no jurisdiction over where folks consume cannabis, unless it relates
to activity taking place at or near a cannabis business that falls under our jurisdiction. We have
never penalized or punished anyone for the consumption of cannabis outside the home, and we
never will. Public consumption is also considered a low priority for local law enforcement. The
regulatory authority for the Oregon Indoor Clean Air Act falls to the Environmental Health
Division of Multnomah County.
If the cannabis industry is truly an economic engine, why stifle it? It seems the city could
generate much-needed revenue through licensing and taxing consumption spaces.
The city doesn’t want to stifle social consumption spaces—quite the opposite. We have been
having conversations with folks in the cannabis industry, community members, and folks at the
county and the state about this important issue. Portland will support smart, thoughtful ideas for
social consumption, just as we did last year with SB 307.
Denver and Las Vegas are exploring cannabis lounges, so this wouldn’t exactly be
groundbreaking, especially as San Francisco has numerous existing lounges, albeit on the
medical side.
Agreed. Portland believes we should take the opportunity NOW to develop thoughtful,
reasonable regulations to allow for the consumption of cannabis outside of the home. This will
not only bolster tourism, but provide options for consumers in our community, ensure that

consumers have places to consume cannabis where they won’t be prosecuted, and establish
standards and best practices to ensure consumption is done in a safe way with as little impact as
possible.
Where can people ask questions or make suggestions to the city about cannabis regulation?
Our program needs to be asked critical questions about what we do and why. Asking those
questions is a great way to make sure that our rules and regulations are changing and evolving as
the industry grows, and as we learn more about the impacts of local and state cannabis rules.
Folks can always reach out to the City of Portland’s Cannabis Program at 503-823-WEED (yes,
seriously), email at cannabis@portlandoregon.gov, or drop me a line personally at
Brandon.Goldner@portlandoregon.gov.

The Best Tweets to @TedWheeler
By Doug Brown and Dirk Vanderhart
January 3, 2018
This Mayor Doesn’t Transcribe Voicemails. You Found a Way to Be Heard Anyway
Mayor Ted Wheeler doesn’t have time to peruse your voice messages, and that complicates
things.
During the Charlie Hales administration, the Mercury reveled/wallowed each year in the fact that
Hales paid someone to transcribe the many, many messages citizens left on the mayor’s
comment line. We’d spend hours picking through those transcriptions so we could share the very
best with you.
This isn’t possible with Wheeler.
Since he took over, Wheeler’s office says the mayor gets a summary of comments left on the
office answering machine—not a full readout. It presented a challenge until we remembered:
Twitter!
This year, we’re going where we’ve never gone before—into the Bog of Eternal Stench that is
@TedWheeler’s mentions. It’s not so different. As voicemails did for Hales, tweets at Wheeler
offer a useful map of notable events of the year that was. They’re also overwhelmingly negative
and often unhinged (he gets called a “cuck” a lot), but don’t even have the benefit of proper
punctuation that made the voicemails sort of charming.
Anyway, here’s our New Year’s gift to you, Portland: 2017’s “best” tweets to Mayor Ted
Wheeler.
JANUARY
@zeusashtonx Jan 1
@tedwheeler So glad to have you as mayor.
@_n1061 Jan 3
@tedwheeler I have been a frequent critic of city government but am hopeful for your
tenure. You seem like a person of integrity. Good luck!

@wchoops Jan 3
@tedwheeler I hope you take a strong stance, never, ever should a homeless person die of
hypothermia in Portland. Oregon
@samgibbs Jan 6
good job, Ted. Uber driver Sam here, how you been?
@RukaiyahAdams Jan 11
Hey Mayor Wheeler, Mother Nature threw you an inauguration party! Thanks for
stepping into leadership to keep Portlanders safe.
@Stevans117 Jan 11
@tedwheeler my roommate has work tomorrow, can you please declare that he can no
longer go? Thanks
@CEF98 Jan 11
@tedwheeler You've done more than the last guy without any effort. Much respect.
@grodycorns Jan 12
@tedwheeler the real state of emergency is Bono's terrible cover of I am the walrus in
across the universe
@cfpdx Jan 12
@tedwheeler Roads are definitely turning to ice the minute the sun hits them.
@bkerensa Jan 12
@tedwheeler again showed he is different than Hales and met with homeless advocates to
hear their concerns #pdx
@andyeatsworms Jan 12
@tedwheeler My proposal sir: can we buy a dozen or so plows to attach to garbage
trucks, so we don't have to rely on rain anymore? #pdxsnow
@bipolar4good Jan 12
@tedwheeler Yay Ted! Way to be visible during the storm. I'm sure there will be protests
in the coming weeks. Please be proactive!
@Toxic97209 Jan 14
@tedwheeler 3 or 4 days after the snow downtown streets and sidewalks still white. What
does the front of Mayor Wheelers house look like
@lonevet2008 Jan 14
@tedwheeler you are going good!
@FosterNostrand Jan 15
@tedwheeler Why are PDX streets ice & Clackamas streets dry and clear? It's possible to
clear streets 5 days after snow, they're doing it!
@njkjfamily Jan 16
@tedwheeler Why haven't the main arteries in Ptld bee cleared yet?!!

@pdxpratt Jan 16
@tedwheeler Gotta love the citizens who expect clear streets when it's been above
freezing only a few hours since historic snow.
@mnschmidt Jan 16
@tedwheeler - you can't take care of the streets - what's your earthquake plan?
@mj_wolfe Jan 18
@tedwheeler stop wasting government resources on cops & weapons while people are
freezing to death on streets. where are your priorities.
***Wheeler prepares for Inauguration Day protests.***
@Scoop_Anderson Jan 19
@tedwheeler So protesters that are creating a disturbance on trimet will be removed?
@snOwJaypimpson Jan 19
@tedwheeler you're no better than Hales or Trump if you allow those cops to harm
people for exercising their rights tomorrow.
@sft1008 Jan 19
@tedwheeler @trimet No service downtown tomorrow? How are people going to get to
& from work? I bet city workers who can make it get paid
@gilguzman11 Jan 20
@tedwheeler Hi Ted. We need you to step in and stop the burning of our American flag
at the square. Please!
@Middlemontana Jan 20
@tedwheeler ok thanks for suppressing a protest.. your just like the rest of them. thanks
for being just as bad as the rest. I was hopeful..
@bulzeye11 Jan 20
@tedwheeler have to eat my words. @PortlandPolice did a fantastic job tonight.
@ilimaconsidine Jan 21
@tedwheeler I don't know if your mother was a woman but if she was, please march with
us today,
@ozone2016 Jan 23
@tedwheeler has until Tuesday night to fire @ChiefMarshman or nothing moves on
wednesday. I didn't start this shit.
@stiff_piques Jan 25
@tedwheeler @CNBC Keep it up, Ted. We're looking to mayors everywhere to stand up
for the powerless against @realDonaldTrump and his bigotry
@QuinnyDelRey Jan 25
@tedwheeler u suck 2

@real_Politicos Jan 25
@tedwheeler Rather than create a sanctuary city, consider solving the homeless issue and
clean up all their trash - Your city is a dump!!!
@CrutcherMcfad Jan 29
@tedwheeler Thank you Mayor Wheeler for taking a stand today at PDX. We appreciate
your voice against Muslim ban! We can't support racism!
FEBRUARY
@hugeloser45 Feb 1
@tedwheeler why have a twitter account if you don't respond to constituents? #worthless
@LonnieStJohn Feb 2
@tedwheeler As someone who drives for a living in PDX, pedestrians need to be held
accountable as well. Blindly walking into streets daily.
@ozone2016 Feb 7
@tedwheeler why is there a sweep going on right now? we almost had a blizzard
yesterday. NO DISPLACEMENT w/o REPLACEMENT
@nativeportland Feb 9
@tedwheeler two lines are closed on 26, the whole city is thrown into chaos. Do you find
this acceptable? People have cars cars are not evil
@consumedetails Feb 10
@tedwheeler we are waiting to hear the details about why this kid is dead
@errnbrrwrr Feb 12
@tedwheeler Fire Officer Andrew Hearst, who murdered 17 year old #QuaniceHayes.
Why was Hearst still employed after his first murder???
@realestEthan Feb 12
Hi @tedwheeler did you wanna tweet any condolences to the family of #quanicehayes?
Or mourn a death at animal prison @OregonZoo instead?
@Mactacular_ Feb 12
@tedwheeler @Oregonian When will officers start wearing body cams? That should
have happened long ago.
***Referring to former Gov. Vic Atiyeh***
@LindaShimfessel Feb 13
@tedwheeler NICE MAN BUT MADE A PASS AT ME AT BARBARY COAST
LOUNGUE IN "71. HUSBAND NEVER VOTED FOR HIM AFTER THAT THANKS
LINDA SHIMFESSEL
@karlanderson Feb 18
@tedwheeler How could you abandon Right 2 Dream Too? Your priorities are evident on
every street in town and they do not make you look good.

@gametruckpdx Feb 19
@tedwheeler is the goal to turn pdx roads into minefields of pot holes? If so great job!
@joeARTritch Feb 19
@tedwheeler Your predecessor left @lastthursday is shambles it seems. What are you
going to do in order to show support to Portland Artists?
@mdfor911 Feb 19
@tedwheeler Outstanding job in the first 1.5 month! I support u more than ever, after
watching your interview on KGW ST. Hold the line Ted!!
@andrewsorg Feb 20
@tedwheeler and @PortlandPolice need to re-read the Bill of Rights right now. Forget a
permit. Our right to assemble cannot be curtailed.
@KembleCloud Feb 20
@tedwheeler When are you going to do something about Portland's abusive police?
#resist Pepper spraying 6 yr olds & slamming Grandma's?
@micron_hero Feb 20
@tedwheeler is the swamp.
@NathanielSCoop1 Feb 20
@tedwheeler Congrats on Portland Oregon making national news in regards to our police
brutality. Here's looking at you kid!
@Oregontider Feb 21
@tedwheeler Thanks you for enforcing laws, protecting businesses, keeping roads open
downtown
@oregonmccarthy Feb 22
@tedwheeler the garbage and tents next to convention center make it impossible to walk
on sidewalks safely.
@bthunders Feb 23
@tedwheeler where is your reusable mug. I've seen you in 2 photos in 2 days using
disposable cups. Buy a thermos please.
MARCH
@dashnjo7223 March 1
@tedwheeler please don't resign! You've done good work & are too new to be blamed for
that. Got your back!
@sycokatt March 2
@tedwheeler PLEASE don't turn into a pussy by backing off on letting police do their
job.

@Susanlanda March 3
@tedwheeler Thank you for looking into #divesting from #WellsFargoBank Fargo.
Please follow through! I am a constituent.
@sheapforwheet March 3
@tedwheeler re: NYT Uber story please be the guy I voted for and don't show your belly
here.
@nbrhoodwrkshop March 4
@tedwheeler - what are you going to do about this endless winter? Do you even believe
in sun and warmth?? #endlesswinter
@BrettWHarper March 6
@tedwheeler Kate Brown says she won't allow Trump to mess with Oregon's legal weed.
Can we count on you to stand up against Trump?
@nat_lerner March 8
@tedwheeler announces he will be holding weekly "open mic" on Fridays at 11, in which
public can address him/ask him qs! About time
@ChrisCrismon March 8
@tedwheeler When do you plan on doing your job and FIXING THE POTHOLES? DO
WE LIVE IN A WARZONE? WHY ARE YOU POLITICIANS SO INEPT?
@darksidegpb March 9
@tedwheeler Put a tiny house camp in a wealthy neighborhood. Starting with yours.
@VectorSprint March 10
@tedwheeler I like how Portland photo radars are put at abrupt changes in speed limits!
Hope your pile of cash is comfy to sleep on!
@pdxincognita March 16
@tedwheeler why can't Quanice Hayes' family see his body? Over a month, what is
Marshman hiding? #ImScaredOfYouTed
@mikesprague824 March 17
@tedwheeler Why is the city making me remove my RV from my driveway after 15
years but can't seem to remove the junk RV's from the streets?
@DexterSaysMeow March 18
@tedwheeler Thank you for your stand on climate change! Let's hope more states take
your position and stop the madness in DC.
@CadiG2 March 21
@tedwheeler sanctuary for illegals...unbelievably stupid!
***In late March, protesters began showing up at Wheeler's home for the first time.***

@tedwheeler March 23
Sad to come home the second night in a row with protesters in my front yard flipping me,
my wife, and child off. Now shouting threats.
@markdfriesen March 23
This is not right. @tedwheeler, I wish your family well.
@juliejackson March 23
@tedwheeler what they are doing to you and your family is intolerable! Sending you
positive energy.
@b7283sosu March 23
@tedwheeler now you know why Charlie is sailing the open seas. Thankless job
@bojack54 March 23
@tedwheeler No-win situation. The sooner you try some tough love, the better. Some
people need a reality check.
@k9unit3 March 24
@tedwheeler Ted.... I think water cannons and German Shepherd Dogs would solve your
problem...
***On March 27, Wheeler tweets "seriously." with a picture that appeared to be his slashed tire.
@LilDaniHansen March 28
@tedwheeler somebody isn't very popular
@Kram March 28
@tedwheeler Potholes are tough. Tougher on a bicycle.
@ozone2016 March 28
@tedwheeler better be at Quanice Hayes funeral tomorrow or I will never forgive him.
WEAR A SUIT TOO No yellow windbreakers
@MikeBlueHair March 31
@tedwheeler OK I confess! I piked a hole in the tire with my mighty anarchist dick!
APRIL
@DJTommyCavs Apr 4
@tedwheeler send me and my girlfriend on a trip to Portland! Please
@Real_matthorton Apr 5
@tedwheeler I'm stranded on the side of the road due to a reckless driver but
@PortlandPolice is giving me the busy signal. #unacceptable.
***On April 5, a city council attendee rushed the dais to hand Wheeler a Pepsi, an impersonation
of that infamous Kendall Jenner commercial.***
@Organize4Power Apr 5
@tedwheeler can send the cops to dish it out, but can't take being given a Pepsi

@Recall_Wheeler Apr 5
@tedwheeler Do you plan to ban soda at future city council sessions because you are
incapable of graciously responding to a truce offering?
@abstract_monk Apr 6
@tedwheeler what the hell is going on with traffic on east burnside @tedwheeler, taking
me more than an hour to get from se12th to the bridge!
@lancemillerpdx Apr 6
@tedwheeler Thanks for all your hard work Ted. You've got a long row to hoe. Keep
your head up
@taranehfultz Apr 11
@tedwheeler Any way to increase funding for sidewalks on the east side? Walking home
from the bus is an adventure.
@BellCowBack Apr 11
@tedwheeler -why are we letting people live 2 feet off the fog line on Portland city
streets? They've been there for weeks. N. Vancouver Way
@smxpdx Apr 19
@tedwheeler saw a homeless person attack a pedestrian going to work in the pearl- went
to help. HL person was mad he could not get on train
@BryanPhilips3 Apr 19
@tedwheeler @dansaltzman Ted, Your city burns while you fiddle !!
@jay_hoos Apr 19
@tedwheeler @dansaltzman is it just me or does Ted look exactly like Louden Swain
from Vision Quest?
@LRLeake Apr 21
@TedWheeler Rainy PDX needs a new City Ordinance that all employers are req'd to let
workers out at 12 on the first sunny 70° day of the yr!
@SportsOpinion Apr 25
@tedwheeler Thanks Ted for allowing the 82nd ave parade and festival to be shut down,
we should just all hide inside right?
@orangebeach2016 Apr 26
@tedwheeler You and the @PortlandPolice don't govern Portland..ANTIFA thugs
do...just resign!
@Ooga_Chaka Apr 26
@tedwheeler 'Better Naito' my ass. Year after year of this nightmare. The solution here is
a damn sidewalk, not shutting down a lane
@VictoriaRodgers Apr 27
@tedwheeler Vera Katz would be tweeting me back. Just saying.

MAY
@tiggertim12 May 1
@tedwheeler get a water cannon and start spraying these fucking protesters down.
@lucia_fasano May 1
@tedwheeler Portland police turns into a war zone whenever there's a peaceful protest
and your @PortlandPolice is terrifying. Kids are here.
@micron_hero May 1
@tedwheeler is a prime example of how even twee liberals who purport riding their
bicycle to work can be the most brutal of fascists.
@Citizen_Cate May 2
@tedwheeler Instead of tear gas @PortlandPolice should launch puppies into a rowdy
crowd. Rioters will get distracted and behave better.
@spiccoliculkin May 3
@tedwheeler You are not Satan, make sure they remember that
@Yeoh62 May 4
@tedwheeler Seriously? We don't have a Naked Gardening Day?? Please push this to the
front of your agenda.
***On May 26, a known bigot who'd attended a past right-wing rally stabs three men on a MAX
train, killing two. Wheeler announces he will seek to shut down a June 4 rally planned by the
group Patriot Prayer.***
@citizen_of97217 May 26
@tedwheeler I am calling on you to organize a vigil for the heroes who died standing up
to intolerance tonight.
@sporksticks May 27
@tedwheeler The killer was part of the violent alt-right 'free-speech rally' milieu. They
will be rallying again June 4th. Show some resolve. Cancel it.
@cderring May 29
@tedwheeler Mr Mayor, while I disagree with most of what the "Alt Right" has to say,
you cannot have their permits pulled. #FreeSpeach, #FreeAssembly
@SCheseborough May 29
@tedwheeler Thank you, Mayor.
@Patrici33360894 May 29
@tedwheeler STOP BLAMING TRUMP FOR EVERYTHING! TAKE
RESPONSIBILITY THAT LEFT IS MENTALLY ILL!!

JUNE
@Michaelshealy7 June 1
@tedwheeler Hey Bonehead, Climate Change is False, thats Proven!!! better get an
education
@D07534188 June 4
@tedwheeler @trimet Don't fuck this up today Ted, the whole world is watching
@_hampire_ June 4
@tedwheeler @OregonGovBrown your militarized police force spent the day protecting
white supremacists. Your legacy.
@jbeyer16 June 13
@tedwheeler Please take a more vocal stance against highway expansion and single
occupancy vehicle use if you're going to be real about climate change
@brissle JunE 20
@tedwheeler what's the deal with me having to pay $50 everytime I apply for an
apartment, so far I've spent $150 & still haven't found one
@jenhisted s 30
@tedwheeler fix our traffic problems!!! Enough of spending on bike lanes look at
traffic!!
JULY
@IvanSittingRock July 1
Hey @tedwheeler... can we commence with the bum sweeps? We're tired of the homeless
and their constant bullshit. #ShipEmToTexas
@rick1rick1 July 1
@tedwheeler We are taking our annual vacation to Oregon. Safe to come to downtown
Portland or Antifa running the show?
@CindyPDX July 2
@tedwheeler If my 1910 built home burns down because of Fireworks, I am going to go
after you since the #PDX FIREWORKS line does not work!
@PdxVeteran July 5
@tedwheeler neighbors were letting a diaper-age toddler handle sparkler last night, I
called 911, no response-i have video clip of it
@wendygallo July 9
@tedwheeler ask @RudyGiuliani how he cleaned up NYC. People peeing on streets, saw
a guy holding a new baby asking for money. sad. Save PDX
@spach09 July 12
@tedwheeler Im just wondering why you are not interested in getting a MLB team or an
NHL team? It would do wonders for the economy.

@brissle July 13
If someone talks to standing Portland Mayor @tedwheeler tell him to get up on his
Twitter & let me know if I can crash on his couch in August
@MLB_2_PDX July 18
@tedwheeler Mayor Wheeler, let's talk about bringing baseball to our great city. Like
field of dreams said, If we build it they will come.
@inafutureage July 18
@tedwheeler *Puts on journalism cap* Follow up, Mr. Mayor: "Ted" is short for
"Tedward," correct?
@someonemany July 18
@tedwheeler I am going to sit just past the border and sell bikes without your new
bicycle tax, eat that little one.
@solsticehome July 21
Dear @OregonGovBrown & @tedwheeler I invite you to Hayden Island today. Where
the sun is shining the water glistening & the air is stinking.
@Matvalley1 July 23
@tedwheeler You build it, the homeless will come! City streets full of them. Portland a
trash heap, so glad I don't live there! This "tourist" is gone!
@jennyk5354 July 27
@tedwheeler Well Ted, I hear YOU line your pockets w/ every Illegal alien you take in!
$5K each, is this Correct?
@JustmeMrsE July 27
@tedwheeler I agree with turnstiles and bag checks being brought back to City Hall ...
Just want to show my support.
@mistersowers July 27
@tedwheeler @PortlandPolice Mayonnaise personified? AS A VEGAN I OBJECT. But
seriously, you suck at police reform and we're sick of the bodies piling up. G'NIGHT
TED!
@TrentERobbins July 28
@tedwheeler is an SJW mayor. Forget about the safety of our citizens, we must just
preach SJW values to get re elected. SJWs will turn on u.
@mleroywri July 28
@tedwheeler Where in the Constitution does it say "Housing is a human right?".
@Apocaliptic024 July 29
@tedwheeler Housing is not a right. Have you ever been homeless Ted? I guess not so
stop telling people who've been there what they need.

@GHalv July 29
SHAME on the unconscionable @tedwheeler, mayor of Portland, for RELEASING
violent illegal aliens. You are SICK.
@DukeBBall1 July 29
@tedwheeler Ahh, Portland. Another town I will not spend money in. They vote these
liberal emotionally weak babies into office. Consequences happen.
AUGUST
@zeusashtonx Aug 3
I will never vote for @tedwheeler nor will anybody I know. You have failed us. Enjoy
your last three years. Sorry you hate PDX.
@iisabelmendez Aug 5
@tedwheeler Somebody should punch Wheeler in the face
@Frank81194215 Aug 5
@tedwheeler Just moved Oregon I'm a conservative it doesn't sound like you'll be getting
my vote
@PetiteFleurTM Aug 6
@tedwheeler No. Not everyone....Antifa & Illegals, even rapists illegals get the best
treatment in Portland! You are a joke to good American citizens!
@LauralPorter Aug 7
Portland Mayor @tedwheeler just named Danielle Outlaw as new Chief of The Portland
Police Bureau. What a great name--Chief Outlaw.
@obrien9696 Aug 7
@tedwheeler Portland is no longer on my bucket list of 'places to visit'. Unfortunately
I've crossed a lot of Sanctuary Cities off that list. Safety 1st
@nwfreelancephot Aug 7
@tedwheeler You're not trying to please anybody but black lies matter which is a racist
and discriminating group
@jayjousa Aug 11
Liberal leadership is steering us towards destruction, folks like @tedwheeler are upset it's
not turning into Detroit or Chicago fast enough
@JustmeMrsE Aug 14
@tedwheeler Hello! It was a pleasure to meet you today. Thank you for your openness.
We're grateful for the time you took. Thanks again!
@GlaryRandy Aug 15
@tedwheeler No More Antefa Mr Mayor Thank You

@BasqueManPDX Aug 19
@tedwheeler Screw you ted. Antifa turds and the meth head homless can live with you.
P.S so happy drug possession is a misdemeanor now. Idiots
@ericbergpdx Aug 21
ATTN: Portland traffic is nice w/ so many people out-of-town & off the streets.
@tedwheeler & council have the flu. I'm now mayor.
SEPTEMBER
@scritchie32 Sept 4
@tedwheeler Resign you worthless excuse for a Mayor!
@chuckslothower Sept 7
"So, how are the Ducks looking this year?" - @tedwheeler during tech break in council
meeting.
@latchitup Sept 8
@tedwheeler How bout no rallies? Have them on your own property? Tired of seeing
these anti-fascist and ethnic supremacy groups.
@jayjousa Sept 8
Conservative group? I will tolerate no violence here Antifa? Just tear the fucking city
down. Have fun. - @tedwheeler (Cuck)
@PuaLeal Sept 10
@tedwheeler Call off your dogs, Nazi Wheeler.
@patronusisotter Sept 10
@tedwheeler please retire, you're the worst.
@Whamo20 Sept 11
@tedwheeler If you allow the police to purge the gang database, you've lost your ever
loving mind. You WILL be voted out. We need sanity.
@controtweet Sept 11
@tedwheeler What a good little liberal you are. Didn't mention the violence and terrorism
perpetrated by antifa. The same antifa that terrorizes pdx.
@Toxic97209 Sept 13
@tedwheeler No more homeless shelters, we need market rate apts with studios and
family sized, which developers said mo to, no tax breaks
@diet_pepis Sept 15
hey @tedwheeler why don't you get one of your guys to toss flash grenades at uber cars
@ivanyerkingoff Sept 18
@tedwheeler And I think Wheeler is a libturd POS mayor who can't deal with the
homeless, much less a bunch of ILLEGALS. He should be in jail.

@k8bs Sept 19
@tedwheeler Thank you for your letter to AG Sessions. Your leadership on DACA and
immigration issues is appreciated.
@jayjousa Sept 19
Cuck in chief @tedwheeler had to take off his ANTIFA mask, put down his bat, then
sneak inside the building to make the meeting
@mlh247 Sept 19
@tedwheeler I am not visiting your city because it is not safe to do so. Thanks for not
protecting the law abiding voting citizens of your city.
@blissco1 Sept 19
@tedwheeler Wheeler is a total chicken shit little Peter puffer.
@realORgovernor Sept 21
@tedwheeler Oh fuck off ted
@leeyanpdx Sept 21
We are having the most talented, diligent, compassionate Mayor in Portland. Lucky we
are! Thank you @tedwheeler
@ladybagpipes Sept 26
@tedwheeler Turd Wheeler
OCTOBER
@LindaLu4Trump Oct 2
@tedwheeler typical liberal pussy wants everything for free. do your own research.. try
the tv, truth is all there about that idiot mayor
@Mr_Numbers7 Oct 2
@tedwheeler you better not be putting up any mystery towers in our city
@gaffney_kerry Oct 2
@tedwheeler IDC about your opinion. You'll say anything to give the impression that
you GAF.
@glento Oct 4
@tedwheeler Any discussions on eliminating stupid people from driving?
@TheReal49418086 Oct 6
@tedwheeler Screw the homeless
@DarthBSnarkin Oct 9
Hey @tedwheeler , your city is literally a commode. Happy you could 'throw shade' but
maybe focus on cleaning this shitstain city

@DdoodMacduff Oct 14
@tedwheeler WHY DO U ALLOW RAP/PILLAGE #PORTLAND BY
#RealEstate#developers? U FORGET UR CONSTITUENTS WHO VOTED & RELIED
ON YOU TO STOP THIS
@__P__J Oct 16
I'm pretty proud of yelling at "Stop building freeways!" at @tedwheeler when he got up
to speak at the #Thorns victory rally last night.
@IcarusCrusader Oct 24
@tedwheeler Everyones at risk when the homeless live on the streets near families.
Crime has run rampant. My car was broken into last time. Help SpiderMan
@RUSTIMCCOLLUM Oct 26
Funny how you DON'T see any protesters about Hillary committing TREASON... #antifa
@tedwheeler the Obama admin sold us out , omg they are going to nuke us with our own
uranium. where's YOUR outcry here if it was trump you'd be on a feeding frenzy
@TrustGo65327663 Oct 28
@tedwheeler Hello Ted
NOVEMBER
@rightwingdempdx Nov 3
@tedwheeler make a rule and force the antifa scumbags to unmask
@RudeTexasKitty Nov 7
@tedwheeler Worst mayor since hales.
@billrantz Nov 8
@tedwheeler you need to do something about recycling bins. Tired of picking up
neighborhood trash because the bins get blown over in the wind. Require gravity locks!
Come on! This is crazy. I'll pick this up and deliver to you.
@nlawsonMBA Nov 10
@tedwheeler gotta do something about the train on Naito. 3rd time this week I've sat for
40 minutes as it stood still & not moving.
@drewbeav Nov 11
@tedwheeler Columbia's going to leave, who's next? Instead of trying to make things
easier for these drug addicted losers makes things more difficult. One way tickets to
Florida! Do something! I can't wait to vote you out!
@RudeTexasKitty, Nov 7
“Worst mayor since hales”
@Ryan_Jacob121 Nov 11
@tedwheeler May your days be short! Your a horrible Mayor... may your days be
shortened even by one day

@CookBeto Nov 11
@tedwheeler Your cuck government/council is only enabling these trash people to keep
committing crime. You can't even wear open toed shoes in downtown because of all the
needles, heroin caps, syringes that are all over the floor.
@nbrhoodwrkshop Nov 16
"If ya ain't wreckin, ya ain't ridin" - get well soon Mayor @tedwheeler.
@Souljah2light Nov 17
I blame @tedwheeler this city has become third world #graffiti #urine smell and filthy
just sad for the #rosecity turned third world. Oh wait but instead if tackling homeless
issues. Let's make it far worst and make it a sanctuary city. Yeah ok. Bravo for business
closing
@gnwayland Nov 18
As a tourist I would like to visit Portland but @tedwheeler I am afraid to bring my niece
who only wants to visit Powell's bookstore - can you guarantee our safety in your city in
May?
@vwman1 Nov 21
@tedwheeler @realDonaldTrump If uncle Teddy here spend as much time as to skirt the
law as to try to enforce it as it is written this country would be better off if we drain the
swamp you uncle Teddy you say one thing then change when you get into office Time to
go uncle Teddy step down😱👍
@ScottFordTVGuy Nov 22
Mayor @tedwheeler #Portland, OR. Compassion is not working in the Rose City. The
growing homeless emergency & businesses closing shop is very concerning. I lived there
almost 10 years. Please, be more aggressive. Social services handouts are also part of the
problem. Reevaluate.
@crackenbob Nov 27
I live outside of the progressive liberal rat infested cesspool of Portland. I've sold my
business to Conagra Foods (who refuse to mfg. in this cesspool) and have shut it down
and relocated the business out of state. Many more to follow @Oregonian @tedwheeler
DECEMBER
@dylwiththedevil Dec 2
@tedwheeler you are literally systematically criminalizing being Houseless. You're the
kind of neo-lib that helps build a place for conservative nonsense like the tax bill. Don't
front like you're for the people when you aid corporations and hate groups.
@r1z4t Dec 2
@pdxlawgrrrl @tedwheeler "houselessness is unfortunate, but y'all keep your ass away
from my donors. go sit next to the dumpsters at wendy's or something" -ted, probably

@strongvoice Dec 2
@tedwheeler Mayor, what are you doing about this? As you must know, the Homeless
and their friends are blocking the doors at Columbia Sportswear so they can't conduct
business. #thenewpdx
@DerekSmith1970 Dec 2
@tedwheeler are you sending officers to arrest all the law breaking activist sitting on a no
sit sidewalk??? You are so damn weak!!!!!
@GregoryMcKelvey Dec 2
Lol @tedwheeler got mad and unfollowed me. What an adult.
@ryancarson Dec 4
@tedwheeler Thank you for all your hard work on our City!
@SingMeToReason Dec 4
Within the last 2 weeks, the Kardashians have done more for the houselessness crisis in
America than @tedwheeler can even try and accomplish in one city. Remind me again
who is an ELECTED PUBLIC SERVANT???
@westcoast_craft Dec 14
Could the interns that manage the @tedwheeler twitter account please as him what the
deal is with @OTBrewingCo? I'd love to know. Call me, Ted!
@AndrewBugman Dec 14
Hey, @tedwheeler - I think we should temporarily change our name to "Porgland,
Oregon". I think maybe you're allowed to do it by Mayoral decree or something? It would
just be for today, so we wouldn't have to make new airport signs or whatever.
@rb4775 Dec 14
@tedwheeler @Oregonian THAT IS REAL GREAT TED...TO BAD NO ONE CARES
WHAT YOU THINK !!!
@RaeRae32623146 Dec 17
@tedwheeler blah blah blah, wish bums lived in YOUR neighborhood and not mine

